Privacy Right

- Not an absolute right, it was a small part of freedom right.
- It cannot prevent the state from making laws, imposing reasonable restrictions on citizens.
- Defining privacy was a difficult thing and may leads to disputes --- SC.
- Privacy was a common law right, consciously avoided making it a part of fundamental right by the constitutional makers.

L K Adwani & Sharath Yadav

- Life time achievement award.

New Airport

- Near to Shabarimalai
- In Kanjirapalli (Kottayam dist.).
- 5th International airport of kerala.

IIITs going to get Institutes of national Importance

- Lok Sabha has cleared the bill.
- Minister of human resource development – “Prakash Jayadekar”

T R Zeliang

- Naga Land’s new chief minister.

Skal World Congress

- Global event of travel & tourism professionals.
- Hosted by “Hyderabad” (City of Pearls”) in October 2017.

French

- President “Emmanual Macron”
- Head of armed forces “General De Velliers” resigned, because of disputes with president

IRCTC – foreign travellers & NRIs

- Extra privileges for foreigners on Indian trains.
- Allowing then to book train tickets 1 year in advance, which was an addition to foreign tourist quota.

Saudi Arabia

- King – “Mohammed bin Nayef
- Crown prince – Mohammed bin Salman (Chief gust of 2017 January 26 Republic day).